
The Sheer Joy of Trials

James 1: 2-4



James 1: 1 - 4

1 James, a bond-servant of God and of 

the Lord Jesus Christ, To the twelve tribes 

who are dispersed abroad: Greetings.  2 

Consider it all joy, my brethren, when you 

encounter various trials,  3 knowing that the 

testing of your faith produces endurance.  4 

And let endurance have its perfect result, so 

that you may be perfect and complete, 

lacking in nothing.
New American Standard Bible: 1995 update. (1995). (Jas 1:1–4). La Habra, CA: The Lockman Foundation.



Attitude in Trials V. 2.

• Trials should produce sheer joy.

– Pure joy, unmixed joy, complete and total joy

– A unique fullness of joy given by the Lord

– Other Scripture support of Joy from trials



Attitude in Trials V. 2.

• James did not say that we are to be joyous 

for the trial but in the trial.

– Encounter – falling into usually unexpectantly.

– Various – diverse or varied.

– Trials – testing through troubles.



Advantage of Trials. V. 3.

• The point is to test our faith.

– Testing the heart of our profession and 

commitment to Christ.

– Knowing – a full understanding.

– Testing – to prove genuineness or validity.

– True faith develops perseverance or staying 

power.

– Endurance – the product or consequence of 

patience.



The Advantage of Trials V. 4.

• Perseverance must finish its work.

– The only way out of a trial is through it.

– Perseverance must be allowed to continue its 

perfect or finished work.

– The results of perfection or completion.



Conclusion

The Biblical idea of temptation is not 

primarily of seduction, as in modern 

usage, but of making trial of a person, or 

putting him to the test; which may be done 

for the benevolent purpose of proving or 

improving his quality.


